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[R] - ITEM IS RESTRICTED
SECRET 2519542
IMMEDIATE DIR CITE MEXI 7050

REF MEXI 6666 (IN 60046) *
ACCORDING DIP COURIERS REF LEFT MEXI FOR CUBA 12 NOV VIA CUBANA 465, RETURNED MEXI 18 NOV VIA CUBANA. ACCORDING LFV
THEY PROBABLY LEFT FOR NEW YORK ON 23 NOV VIA AERONAVES FLT 451. ANYEYEV (PHONETIC) OF SOV CONSULATE NEW YORK PHONED SOVEMB 23 NOV ASKING FOR INFO ON WHICH FLIGHT COURIERS TAKING. COMMENT:
THIS ONLY INFREQUENTLY OCCURS. ASST CONSUL KOSTIKOV HANDLED THE CALL FROM NEW YORK.

C/5 COMMENT: ALEKSEY PAPKOV AND VALENTIN PONOMAREV, SON DIP COURIERS ARRIVED MEXI 10 NOV.
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